
Part III: Design



7 Design strategies

• All methods model real systems:

– different methods employ different viewpoints

• The module is a key element in design strategies:

– made possible with subroutines/procedures

– used to avoid repeating code and to enable large

programs to fit in small memories

– gave basic unit for modelling in a design

– partitions run-time tasks (functional decomposition)

– hides information (object-orientation in 1980s)



7 Types of design strategy

• Main kinds of design strategy for in-house development:

– decompositional, a top-down view of design

– compositional, grouping of components

– organisational, prescribed by organisation

– template-based, use of standard solutions

• Strategies help designer to focus on global attributes



7.1 Top-down design strategies

• Stepwise decomposition (divide & conquer):

– Ability to find good solution depends on original prob-

lem description

– Early decisions have amplified effect at lower levels:

small differences at the top can produce structurally

very different solutions

– Where should functional decomposition stop?

• Easy to apply and has played important role in devel-

oping many design methods

• Process tends to be divergent and disconnected at lower

levels, so need to look out for duplication of functions



Top-down design strategy

• Many design methods employ a first step of functional

decomposition to identify the major modules

• Early languages described actions well and provided action-

oriented structure, emphasising functional aspects

• Structured Systems Analysis & Structured Design (SSASD)

is one widely-used method based on this strategy, which

incorporates methods for handling major problems



7.2 Design by composition

• Compositional approach develops recognizable compo-
nents, entities or objects in the system

• Groups components of design together for common
data structures and functionality

• For example, in JSD and OOD approaches:

– entities identified from description of problem

– links between entities considered

– model is developed by refining entity descriptions

• Uses multiple viewpoints to achieve modularity and in-
formation hiding

• Compositional solutions tend to be more stable and pro-
vide better validation, as system components map to
problem objects



7.3 Organisational methods

• Are strongly influenced by non-technical factors:

– arising from nature and structure of the business

– requirements may depend on technology, legislation
or professional practice

• Control process and formalise representation

• Applied to international agencies, central and local gov-
ernment, major corporations dealing with large software
systems

– e.g., taxation, passports, real-time defence systems,
medical records, vehicle registration, stock control,
billing, payroll and accounting



Organisational methods

• Analysis and design methods need standardisation

– to plan, cost & control the project

– to minimise disruption of management or project

staff changes

– to produce uniform documentation for maintenance

• Methods which include an organisational element:

– SSASD, Prince2 – UK government

– HOOD – European Space Agency

– MASCOT – UK defence, real-time systems



7.4 Design by template and re-use

• Ways to re-use experience of others – heuristics

• Book of ‘design patterns’ – show standard solutions

that can be applied to common classes of problem:

– creational patterns

– structural patterns

– behavioural patterns

• For example, GUI development – standardised look and

feel made from libraries of standard objects



Design patterns

• Creational (constructors)

– abstract factory, builder, factory method, prototype,
singleton

• Structural

– adaptor, bridge, composite, decorator, facade, fly-
weight, proxy

• Behavioural

– chain of responsibility, command, interpreter, itera-
tor, mediator, memento, observer, state, strategy,
template method, visitor



Example design patterns

• Singleton (creational)

– ensures a class has only one instance and provides
global access to it

• Proxy (structural)

– sets a placeholder for another object to control ac-
cess to the contents (similar to a pointer)

• Iterator (behavioural)

– provides access to the elements of a compound ob-
ject sequentially without exposing its underlying rep-
resentation (e.g., linked list or array)



7 Summary of design strategies

• decompositional (top-down)

• compositional (bottom-up)

• organisational

• templates and design patterns



7 Summary of design strategies

1. Custom development

• decompositional (top-down)

• compositional (bottom-up)

• organisational

• design patterns

2. Packaged software

3. Outsourcing


